
INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

The aim of the model portfolio is to increase in value, over a minimum of 5 years, by investing in core investment themes that have passed our inhouse sustainable investment policy, 
via third-party manager funds across global markets. This will be achieved through a combination of capital growth, which is profit on investments held, and income, which is money 
paid out of investments such as dividends from shares and interest from bonds.

This model portfolio has an internal risk rating 
classification of 7 and will aim to maintain this 
risk rating classification. The risk rating range is 
from 1 (lowest risk) to 10 (highest risk). 

Lowest risk                                       Highest risk

FEATURES

IA Sector: Mixed Investments 40%–85% shares
Daily Liquidity 
No Initial Fees or Minimum Requirements
No Exit Fees 
No Performance Fees 

INVESTMENT GROWTH

Time Period: 31/01/2023 to 29/02/2024
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Titan Sustainable 7 IA Mixed Investment 40-85% Shares

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

1 Month 6 Months 1 Year 3 Year ITD

Titan Sustainable 7

IA Mixed Investment 40-85% Shares 1.41 6.47 6.26 9.46 5.91

3.25 7.39 7.14 — 6.93

ASSET ALLOCATION
%

Stock 69.6

Bond 13.3

Cash 17.0

Other 0.2

Total 100.0

TOP 5 HOLDINGS

%

CCLA Better World Global Equity C Acc

Storebrand Global ESG Plus Lux B GBP Acc

Vanguard Global Sustainable Eq A GBP Acc

Aikya Global Em Mkts UCITS I GBP UnH Acc

Janus Henderson US Sustainable Eq I Acc
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Live performance from 31/01/2023

CHARGES

DETAILS

Discretionary Management Fee: 0.25%
(inc. 0.05% donation to Global Returns Project)
Synthetic Ongoing Charges Figure: 0.59%
Total Ongoing Charges Figure (OCF): 0.84% 

PEER GROUP

Although the model portfolio is not 
benchmarked against the IA sector one may 
wish to compare the performance of model 
portfolio 7 to the IA Mixed Investment 40%-85%
Shares sector for peer group analysis.

As of 29/02/2024

TITAN SUSTAINABLE MPS 7
Factsheet

Source: Morningstar Direct
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%
General ESG Investment 94.00
Sustainability Themed Investment 6.00
Total 100.00

MSCI ESG SCORE (0-10)

We measure how well key medium-to long-term ESG risks and opportunities 
are being managed by the portfolio using the MSCI ESG Quality Score, which 
is measured on a scale of 0 to 10 (worst to best). The score corresponds to a 
rating, which is measured on a scale of CCC to AAA (worst to best).

MSCI CARBON RISK (t CO2/$Mn Sales)

Companies which emit lots of carbon dioxide (CO2) are more exposed to 
carbon-related market and regulatory risks that arise due to climate change. 
We measure the carbon risk of the portfolio using the MSCI ESG Weighted 
Average Carbon Intensity metric which, per company, is a function of the 
most recently reported or estimated direct plus indirect CO2 emissions, 
divided by sales (the lower the intensity, the better).

UNITED NATIONS GLOBAL COMPACT RISK (%)

There is a spectrum of good and bad actors in every sector and in every 
country. Measuring exposure to companies in violation of the Ten Principles of 
the UNGC is a useful way to separate good actors from bad in a sector- and 
country-agnostic way (the lower the exposure, the better). The Ten Principles 
are based on a variety of international declarations and are focused on 4 
areas: human rights, labour, the environment and anti-corruption.

As of 29/02/2024

Source: MSCI ESG Research. The comparator used reflects the asset class allocation 
based on the underlying investment exposure of the portfolio to fixed income 
(investment grade and sub-investment grade securities) and equity (developed and 
emerging market) securities at the date of data. This information is for illustrative 
purposes only to provide an indicative comparison to a non-sustainable market 
equivalent.

MORNINGSTAR CLASSIFICATION

All funds categorised as a ‘sustainable investment’ by Morningstar are further 
segregated into 2 buckets: ‘general ESG investment’ or ‘sustainability themed 
investment’. The first bucket is for funds that integrate ESG data into the 
portfolio construction and management process. The second bucket is for 
funds that additionally target a sustainability theme, for example climate 
action or human development.

Source: Morningstar Direct



ESG ratings, like those built by MSCI, help us to better understand how well ESG risks and opportunities are being 
managed by companies. It is also possible to measure whether the actions of companies are generating any positive or 
negative outcomes in the real world. The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) provide the common language for 
investors like us to evaluate these real-world outcomes. Util uses natural language processing to assess how companies 
affect the SDGs, which can be further broken down into thousands of other sustainability concepts. The radial chart 
indicates, at the portfolio level, any positive or negative alignment to each of the 17 SDGs.

Capital allocation will play a meaningful role in the transition to a more sustainability-minded planet. Measuring the outcomes
of our capital allocation using Util’s dataset is an important first step for us in this transition. But, as the radial chart indicates, 
we can go further. Titan Asset Management became a partner of the Global Returns Project (GRP) in 2022. GRP is a UK 
registered charity (no. 1186683) which curates the ‘Global Returns Portfolio’: a selection of diverse and effective not-for-profits 
tackling the twin biodiversity and climate crises. We have integrated a donation to GRP into our fee structure. The purpose of 
doing so is to resolve the disconnect between allocated capital and real-world outcomes. 

As of 29/02/2024Source: Util, United Nations

Source: Morningstar Direct
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This document does not constitute an offer to subscribe or invest in the Titan MPS. Titan Asset Management does not provide investment advice. This document does 
not provide or offer financial investment, tax, legal, regulatory or other advice and recipients of this document must not rely on it as providing any form of advice. 
Recipients who may be considering making an investment should seek their own independent advice.

This document may not be reproduced, disclosed, or distributed without the prior written permission of Titan Asset Management.

INVESTMENT TEAM

The investment team is responsible for the centralised investment proposition at 
the firm. John Leiper, CFA, FDP, CFTe, is the Chief Investment Officer of Titan 
Asset Management and carries direct responsibility for all discretionary 
investments at the firm. Together with the investment management team, 
comprising Alex Livingstone, CFA, David Chandler, James Peel, CFA and Sekar 
Indran, CFA, they manage the centralised investment proposition at the firm.

PRINCIPLES FOR RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT

Titan Asset Management became a signatory to the United Nations’ Principles 
for Responsible Investment (PRI) in May 2022. The PRI is the world’s leading 
proponent of responsible investment. It works to understand the investment 
implications of ESG factors and to support its international network of investor 
signatories in incorporating these factors into their investment and ownership 
decisions. The PRI acts in the long-term interests of its signatories, of the 
financial markets and economies in which they operate, and ultimately of the 
environment and society as a whole.

ABOUT TITAN ASSET MANAGEMENT 

Titan Asset Management Ltd is part of the Titan Wealth Group, authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority to provide Discretionary Fund 
Management services. Titan Asset Management Ltd aims to provide innovative, 
quality, and integrated solutions that deliver efficiency into every part of the wealth 
management cycle.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Titan Asset Management Ltd, 101 Wigmore Street, London, W1U 1QU
www.titanam.co.uk

SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT COMMENTARY

Most investors in a sustainability-labelled investment product would naturally expect there to be some exposure to the end products of the decarbonisation supply chain, 
namely things like wind turbines, heat pumps and electric vehicles. Fewer investors would expect there to be exposure to the picks and shovels of this supply chain, for 
example the manufacturers of copper wiring or steel. Fewer still would expect there to be any exposure to the companies mining the raw materials required to build the 
steel that is required to build wind turbines. This is mostly because these less visible parts of the supply chain have struggled with a variety of environmental and social 
challenges for many years. However, since the decarbonisation of our energy system is not possible without the full supply chain (or without complimentary solutions 
like nuclear power), we think it makes good sense to learn as much about these challenges as we can in order to more fully understand the sustainability risks and 
opportunities of decarbonisation. To that end, we are currently conducting research with the LSE Green Finance Society on this topic and look forward to sharing our 
findings in due course. Although not a large part of our investable universe at the moment, we have reason to believe that in the future the less visible parts of the 
decarbonisation supply chain will begin to feature more in sustainability-labelled investment products, in part thanks to a suite of new product labels that will be 
introduced later this year as part of the FCA’s Sustainability Disclosure Requirements (SDR).

The value of an investment in the Titan MPS may fall as well as rise. Past performance should not be seen as an indication of future performance.

Source: Morningstar Direct


